
Cyber resilience

Improve your security posture 
with threat intelligence 

Realize zero downtime 
on complex migrations

Business performance

Experience average cost 
savings of 25% 

Reduced cost

Achieve extraordinary business value from cloud.

Getting extraordinary value from cloud. 
 

Cloud is a paradigm shift. Forward-thinking leaders that have linked 
cloud value to business advantages are seeing a measurable impact.  

 
With NTT DATA, you get value from your cloud investment 

by creating digital engagement and exceptional experiences 
that differentiate your business, and enabling growth 

through innovation.

Breakthrough business outcomes. 

How we deliver business value with cloud

Platform-driven
Fit-for-purpose cloud

Our platform-driven cloud services provide 
agility and reliability to help you reach your 

business transformation goals.

We purpose-fit the right platform for you 
to enhance resilience, reduce cost and 

improve operational efficiency. 

We delivered average cost savings of 
25% for a global private transportation 

and defense corporation.

Cloud and IT 
Infrastructure Services

Powered by GenAI
Competitive edge with GenAI

Our GenAI strategy supports you in 
defining your GenAI journey, transforming 
your organization, developing your GenAI 
technology stack, and leveraging industry-

specific knowledge to achieve a competitive 
edge with this game-changing technology. 

For a global personal-care company, 
we enabled a 10% reduction in 

operating costs and a bump in customer 
satisfaction of 30%.

Industry- focused
Industry cloud solutions

Our approach to industry cloud is not 
“one size fits all” but a cocreated model, 

developed with our clients. We provide all 
the necessary industry-standard business 

and technical expertise to accelerate 
digital transformation.

 We reduced customer churn, improved 
satisfaction and boosted engagement 

rates for a global automotive company.

Secure by design
Integrated security for 
operational resilience

We provide cloud security and visibility of 
your entire estate, including your network, 
infrastructure and cloud apps. A powerful 

combination of security, automation 
and observability in a single cloud-native 

platform greatly influences the speed 
and quality of your business outcomes. 

We mitigate 2 billion threats every year, 
driving cyber resilience.

Extraordinary real-world outcomes

Our Cloud and IT Infrastructure Services portfolio

Improved guest experiences lead to smoother sailing for Royal Carribean 
 
Resolves problems 50% faster after we supported them to observe and optimize everything 
from online booking and check-in to onboard activities and checkout.

Delivering innovation for Hilton Hotels has its rewards 
 
Reduces product delivery time for new features from 90 days to 2 days with flexible 
infrastructure and managed services.

Automotive thermal management leader, Clarios fully energized by 
simplifying IT complexity 
 
Simplifies app and infrastructure management for over 50 sites and acquisitions by 
migrating to Microsoft Azure.

Las Vegas takes a smart approach to elevating city services with cloud 
 
Significantly enhances urban management and improves citizen safety by implementing 
Smart City solutions, hosted on Microsoft Azure. Provides continuous data analysis 
for the city, leading to over USD 1 million in annual savings and a 90% reduction 
in wrong-way driving incidents.

Agility

Improve time to market 
by an average of 30%

Cloud Strategy and Transformation 
 
Gain a strategic advantage with a 
success-based roadmap. We create a plan 
and a clear path to leverage cloud for 
business advantage. 
 
 
Cloud Optimization 
 
Maximize operational excellence, business  
continuity and financial sustainability through 
our continuous optimization services. 
With a powerful dashboard, you can pinpoint 
performance issues across the globe 
and see spending and usage patterns in 
an instant, allowing you to make real-time 
decisions on costs and performance, 
at any time. 

Cloud Architecture and Modernization 
 
Navigate compliance, latency, platform 
capability, cost-to-serve and composability 
challenges through our expert services for 
cloud-native strategy, app modernization 
and migration. Build a unified and adaptable 
cloud architecture to transform how you 
migrate and update your apps, 
while slashing technical debt. 
 
 
Cloud Platforms 
 
From cloud-native platform containerization 
to continuous support and management 
across any public, private cloud or hybrid 
environment, including cloud-to-edge, 
our Cloud Platform Services improve resilience, 
reduce cost and increase cybersecurity 
protection. These service are purpose-fit 
for industry and sovereign specialization.


